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The Otto von Guericke University 

9 http://www.ovgu.de 



The Faculty of Computer Science 

10 http://www.cs.uni-magdeburg.de 



The Data & Knowledge 
Engineering Group 

11 http://www.dke-research.de 
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Background 
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Study Background Overview 

•  2000-2005 diploma @ OVGU + UniMelb 

•  2006-2011 PhD @ OVGU 

•  2012-2013 Postdoc @ OVGU 
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Study Focus 
•  Intelligent Systems 

– Machine Learning* 
– Artificial Neural Networks* 
– Fuzzy & Neuro-Fuzzy Systems 
– Evolutionary / Genetic Programming 
– Possibilistic Models 
– Graphical Models 
– Data Mining / Intelligent Data Analysis 
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Study Focus (cont.) 
•  Information Retrieval 

– Text & Multimedia Retrieval* 
– Bioinformatics* 
– Geometric Data Structures 

•  Mathematics 
– Scheduling Theory 
– Graph Theory 
– Coding Theory 
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Research  
Disciplines & Topics 
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Main Conferences 
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Information Retrieval 

Machine Learning 

International Society for Music Information  
Retrieval Conference (ISMIR) 

Human-Computer Interaction and  
Information Retrieval (HCIR) 

Audio Mostly – Conference  
on Interaction with Sound 

Adaptive Multimedia Retrieval (AMR) 

Symposium on Computer Music  
Modeling and Retrieval (CMMR'10)) 

Nordic Conference on Human-Computer  
Interaction (NordiCHI) 

Sound and Music Computing Conference (SMC) 

HCI 

Learning Semantics of Audio Signals (LSAS) 

World Congress on Computational Intelligence (WCCI) 

Adaptive Hypermedia 

SIGIR Conference 



Main Research Topics 

•  Information Retrieval 

•  Exploratory Search 

•  Adaptivity 

•  Multimedia 
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Information Retrieval 
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Exploratory Search 
How can you search for something, if you are 
a)  unfamiliar with the domain of your goal, 
b)  unsure about the ways to achieve the goal  

(either the technology or the process), or 
c)  unsure about your goal in the first place? 

typical examples:  
–  technology scouting / literature research 
– vacation planning 
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Adaptivity 
•  many different users 

– prior knowledge 
– personal preferences 

•  many different situations 
–  retrieval task 

•  Let the computer figure out how to optimally 
support them! 
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adaptable system 

USER 

INPUT OUTPUT 

adaptation logic 

control parameters 

evaluate 

adaptive system 

environment 

context model 
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Multimedia 
•  texts  

– web pages 
– papers / technical reports 

•  music  
–  recordings 
– symbolic transcriptions 

•  images 
– photos 
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Research  
Projects 
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Internship @ University of Melbourne 

“Design and Implementation of an Algorithm and 
Data Structure for Matching of Geometric Primitives 
in Visual Object Classification” 
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13. Juni 2005 Sebastian Stober - Verteidigung der Studienarbeit 6

Einführung: Framework



Predicting Web Navigation 
(DAWN) 
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core innovations: 
•  lossy compression of 

higher-order Markov 
Models 

•  recommendation algorithm 

*with Ines Pfauch 



PhD Thesis 

 
buy at Amazon ;-) 
 
or 
 
download PDF and demo videos at 
www.dke-research.de/aucoma/thesis  
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Query by Singing/Humming 
on Music Recordings 

Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg, Germany - Faculty of Computer Science - Department for Knowledge and Language Engineering
Information Retrieval Group - http://irgroup.cs.uni-magdeburg.de

Alexander Duda, Andreas Nürnberger, and Sebastian Stober
{stober,nuernb}@iws.cs.uni-magdeburg.de

IRnformation

etrieval

G
ro

u
pTowards Query by Singing / Humming

on Audio Databases

High Level PatternsModified SAX Approach
!

!

!

Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) :

Estimation of quantiles
Discretization

A feature time series is aggregated by factor
to :

of the distribution of the PAA values
of the values within a quantile to a unique

symbol (lookup-table) guaranties an equally distributed
alphabet.

n/w

N

C=(c ,...,c )1 n

C c c=( ,..., )1 w

! Symbols are defined to be , depending only on the
distance in the ordered alphabet:

(where , are symbol indices and is the alphabet size)

equidistant
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AKBAFBHIFAJEEECGKKJJIJJLIJHHFIFBDAAIAADACHCAEAAJCC lookup-table

aggregation factor = 4
alphabet size = 12

! Manual definition of
symbol distances:

! Manual definition of generic shapes in the time series of a
feature (Audio Power):

- sections of silence or quiet background with
low mean and low variance, or located between elevations

- mean above a certain threshold, only
one peak, probably describing single syllables

- elevations with mean above a certain
threshold and more than one peak

- may result from quiet singing or
filtered out instruments

A

B

C

D

Flat patterns

Smooth elevations

Toothy structures

Undefined or noisy regions

Song ("Why" perfomed
by Annie Lennox)

Sung query, matched

DDACCCACCCCCCACCCCCADDAAACCCCCCABBADDDAACCCCCCACCCC

DAACCADCCCAAACCCCCAAAAACCCCCCAABBBACCCCACCCCCACCCCCC

-es do i have to try_ to tell you that i'm_ sorry fo_r the things i've do_ne

(150 MIDI files)
(tempo, pitch and
pauses altered)

(150 queries from a
non-professional)

(130 queries from 7
non-professionals)

MIDI Queries
ground truth humanized

MoA MRR MoA MRR

simple features

1st MFCC (MFCC1) 0.5965 0.0338 0.5678 0.0289
2nd-5th MFCC 0.6096 0.0735 0.5677 0.0252

Audio Power (AP) 0.6262 0.0574 0.5522 0.0495
Fundamental Freq. 0.6098 0.0494 0.5678 0.0289
1st Formant (FF1) 0.5398 0.0344 -- --

Chroma 0.6328 0.1242 0.6380 0.0618

1st derivatives

dAP 0.6237 0.0924 0.6189 0.0872
dChroma 0.5490 0.0320 -- --

high-level patterns

HLP(AP) 0.5390 0.0350 -- --

feature combinations

(AP, dAP) 0.6708 0.0764 0.6085 0.0826
(AP, dAP, Chroma) 0.6979 0.1426 0.6439 0.0820

Human Queries
hummed sung

MoA MRR MoA MRR

simple features

1st MFCC (MFCC1) 0.5867 0.0393 0.7325 0.1950
2nd-5th MFCC 0.5361 0.0376 0.6325 0.1307

Audio Power (AP) 0.6127 0.0549 0.6794 0.1558
Fundamental Freq. 0.5113 0.0362 0.5586 0.0585
1st Formant (FF1) 0.5696 0.0251 0.6351 0.0821

Chroma 0.6095 0.0312 0.5879 0.1288

1st derivatives

dMFCC1 0.5574 0.0641 0.6062 0.1032

high-level patterns

HLP(AP) 0.5970 0.0588 0.6925 0.1454

feature combinations

(MFCC1, dMFCC1) 0.5796 0.0456 0.7552 0.2164
(MFCC1, FF1) -- -- 0.7447 0.2457

(MFCC1, dMFCC1, FF1) -- -- 0.7635 0.2329

Test database:
Evaluation Measures:

Best performance:

Improvement by Boosting

200 songs from Rock/Pop/Soul

aggregation factor = 4
alphabet size = 12 (except 3 per bin for chroma)

(beginning/chorus):
MoA = 0.79, MRR = 0.3
top: 23.3%
top-3: 30%
top-10: 41.1%

!

!

Mean of Accuracy:

Mean Reciprocal Rank:

!

!

!

!

!

!

Extraction of low level audio features (using JAudio)

symbolic representation capturing the main characteristics of the lead voice
allows application of string matching techniques (e.g. Levenshtein distance)

OUTPUT OUTPUT

generated with Sonic Visualiser 1.0 by Chris Cannam and Queen Mary, University of London

generated with Sonic Visualiser 1.0 by Chris Cannam and Queen Mary, University of London

Karaoke
FilterR

L

Bandpass
Filter

S

Local Noise
Filter

S

N

Idea:

Karaoke Filter:

Local Noise Filter:

Bandpass Filter (300-1000Hz):

exploit spatial arrangement of instruments and voices in the mix

removes center pan (information contained in both channels) by inverting
one channel and mixing it together with the other into a mono signal:

output = L - R
Requirements:

stereo input signal
lead voice (and possibly solo instruments) centered in the stereo mix
instruments and backing vocals arranged out of center

derives a local (i.e. continuously updated) power spectrum of frequencies
from a noise signal (N) which can then be removed from the signal (S)

keeps only frequency range of the input signal (S) that is for
human voice (lower bound is higher to filter out the bass guitar that might
be in the center as well)

!

!

!

(based on versions NoiseRemoval effect
Audacity)
1.34, Sep 23, 2006 and 1.39, Jul 27, 2007 of the by Dominic

Mazzoni as part of

relevant

Input: stereo waveform signal

Output: mono voice signal
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Query by Singing/Humming 
on Music Recordings 

Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg, Germany - Faculty of Computer Science - Department for Knowledge and Language Engineering
Information Retrieval Group - http://irgroup.cs.uni-magdeburg.de

Alexander Duda, Andreas Nürnberger, and Sebastian Stober
{stober,nuernb}@iws.cs.uni-magdeburg.de
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one channel and mixing it together with the other into a mono signal:

output = L - R
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lead voice (and possibly solo instruments) centered in the stereo mix
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from a noise signal (N) which can then be removed from the signal (S)
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human voice (lower bound is higher to filter out the bass guitar that might
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Adaptive Chord Recognition 

29 *with Johannes Reinhard 



Learning Idiosyncratic Music 
Genres 
•  organize music by usage context 

instead of genres invented by marketing 
•  context: 

30 *with Valentin Laube, Matthias Steinbrecher & Christian Moewes  



Learning Idiosyncratic Music 
Genres (cont.) 
•  people are afraid (monitored / patronized) 

31 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

GPS position 

bio signals 

facial expression 

applications in use 

twitter / IM status 

ambient noise 

mouse & keyboard 

ambient light 

music metadata 

yes (unconditionally) yes, but only on my device yes, but only anonymized maybe no 
n = 461 

*with Valentin Laube, Matthias Steinbrecher & Christian Moewes  



Listening Example 
 
 
 

•  How should a computer compare these songs? 
–  melody, mood, timbre, lyrics, tempo, dynamics… 
–  mode, instrumentation, key, harmonics, rhythm, meter … 
� music has many facets – How important is each one? 

�  How can a computer learn how I compare songs? 
 
 32 

“His'Master's'Voice”'(Francis'Barraud)'

4/4 measure 

same album 

same piece 

same artist 



Learning Distance Measures 
   weight * facet distance 
  1.2  * Δmelody 
+  0.9  * Δharmony 
+  1.5  * Δrhythm 
+  1.1  * Δdynamic 
+  0.7  * Δtimbre 
+  1.1  * Δtempo 
+  0.7  * Δlyrics 
+  0.8  * Δinstumentation 
+      … 
=      total distance 

Weights can be learned automatically from constraints like 
distance(seed,a) < distance(seed,b) 

 
33 

subjective 
facet weights 

objective 
facet distances 

nonNnega*ve'
constant'sum'



Applications & Considered User Actions 
•  Liederenbank [ISMIR’09] 

–  classifying Dutch folk songs 
� class annotations (by experts) 

•  BeatlesExplorer [AMR’08] 
–  structuring the Beatles dataset 
� moving songs to other cells 
� correcting similarity rankings 

•  MusicGalaxy [CMMR/SMC’10] 
–  exploring media collections 
� tagging objects 

34 

[hQp://www.liederenbank.nl]'



Adaptive Structuring of Media 
Collections: iCollizer 

35 



Adaptive Structuring of Media 
Collections: BeatlesExplorer 

36 http://www.dke-research.de/aucoma/thesis/ 



Dealing with Projection Errors 

37 

Islands'of'Music'
[Pampalk'et'al.'2003]'

MusicMiner'
'[Mörchen'et'al.'2005]'

SoundBite'for'Songbird'
'[Lloyd'2009]'

dissimilar'

similar'

highNdimensional'
feature'space'

2D'display'



Focus-Adaptive Visualization 

temporarily fix / highlight  
the neighborhood in focus 

38 



Focus-Adaptive Visualization 

39 

!  primary'lens'
! controlled'by'user'
! enlarges'region'of'interest'
! more'space'for'details'

! preserves'context'

!  secondary'lenses'
! dataNdriven'
! highlight'nearest'neighbors''
! show'“wormholes”'

! neighbors'come'closer'

*based'on'SpringLens'nonNlinear'distor*on'technique'[Germer'et'al.'‘06]'



User-Centered Development 
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Jan’10 Mar’10 Apr’10 May’10 Feb’10 



MusicGalaxy (Demo) 

41 http://www.dke-research.de/aucoma/thesis/ 



Combining Two Worlds: 
Similarity Space + Linked Data 

42 

projec*on:'
contentNbased'similarity'

nearest'neighbors:'
graph'traversal'



Gaze-Supported Interaction 

43 *with Sophie Stellmach 



Post-PhD 
Projects 
 

44 



Industry Applications 

45 http://ble-x.de/explorer/ 



Memorize these 3 random songs … … and find them in this new map! 

Music collections are not static.  
So (map) visualizations should be able to cope with change!   

Play our Beatles memory game and decide, which algorithm works best for you: 

Incremental Visualization 
of Growing Music Collections 

46 *with Thomas Low & Tatiana Gossen 
https://demos.dke-research.de/beatles-history-explorer/ 



Search User Interfaces  
for Children: Knowledge Journey 

47 *with Tatiana Gossen & Michael Kotzyba 



Search User Interfaces  
for Children: Characters 

48 *with Rene Müller & Tatiana Gossen 

(a) Alice

(b) Tim

Figure 5: Screenshot of the SUI with characters: a) horizontal result arrangement (“Alice”). Search for

(German) “golf”, first four results are shown (left), third result was clicked (middle), third result is opened

(right); b) vertical result arrangement (“Tim”). Search for (German) “mouse”, first three results are shown

(left), second result is opened (right).

bar also provides information which categories the search re-
sults belong to. In case a category is not represented among
the results, the box is faded.

We designed two versions of search result visualization
using characters. The first one (Fig. 5a) is an analogue of
coverflow. Coverflow is supposed to be the best choice for
younger children [13]. Selected element is clearly separated
from the rest and a user can concentrate on one item at
once, thus resulting in a smaller cognitive load. The second
version (Fig. 5b) is an analogue of list result visualization
and is meant for older children. A vertical list of surrogates
o↵ers a fast overview of several results at once. By clicking
on the snippet the result webpage is opened in the same win-
dow. Same window was chosen to better support children’s
orientation and to prevent backtracking [13].

For the backend we used Lucene5 to create a search index.
Our index contained 311 web documents selected from web-
sites for children to assure a high quality of search results.
Each document was manually assigned to one of the eight
categories. We also used Readability.com6 API to process
web documents in order show them in a clean, calm, humane
and readable view which makes it easier for children to read.

6. USER STUDY
The goal of this user study was to evaluate usability as-

pects of the SUI with characters. We concentrated on user
satisfaction. We considered this factor to be a highly rel-

5
http://lucene.apache.org/, accessed on 11.2013.

6
http://readability.com/, accessed on 11.2013.

evant usability factor for children as positive attitudes to-
wards the system keeps children motivated. This is also
consistent with other research, e.g. Mohd et al. [33] suggest
that fun should be measured when evaluating online systems
designed for children. The following research questions were
issued in the user study: 1) Can children recognize category
information depicted by a character? 2) What is children’s
attitude towards the new SUI? 3) What search engine would
children prefer to use afterwards, with characters or the one
they used before? 4) What search result visualization, Alice
or Tim, do children prefer and why?

6.1 Study Design
Our user study was designed as follows: we used a pre-

interview to gather users’ demographic information, their
Internet and touch devices experience. Then a lab exper-
iment was performed using two versions of the SUI with
characters, Alice and Tim. We used a latin square design
in our lab experiment part, i.e. a half of the participants
were asked to use Alice interface first, to perform a task-
oriented search, and then to use Tim, to perform another
task-oriented search, whereas another half did this in reverse
sequence. Latin square design [22] is used to reduce the bias
due to the order in which the participants are using the
UI. In addition, we took notes about participants seeking-
behavior. After that, children were interviewed about UI
features they liked most or disliked and what could be done
to improve the SUI. Finally, we asked the participants what
user search interface they preferred.
We used search tasks during the lab experiment as we be-

(older people have a greater vocabulary). The size of the
character might indicate the text size.

Number: The number of features that should be visualized
with character’s help presents an open question as well. The
more features a character reflects, the harder it is to learn
and recognize the coded information. According to Piaget
[36], children in primary school age are in the concrete oper-
ational stage of their development which is characterized as
a stage where children learn to reason logically and have dif-
ficulties with abstract thinking. They can classify physical
objects according to several features and order them along a
single dimension such as e.g. size [35]. Therefore, we suggest
that the number of coded features for children is limited to
one up to three.

4. WEBSITE MAPPING BY CHILDREN
We conducted a first user study in order to investigate

how does a website look in children’s world. Therefore, we
studied how children would represent websites by a sketch
based on a given coloring picture of a character. Children’s
interest in painting was used as a good motivation factor to
participate in the study. Painting is known as an e↵ective
tool in the user interface development with children [8, 34,
39]. The study consisted of two tasks. For the first task,
children had to assign a color or several colors to a category.
Therefore, we could later use the color coding approach in
the search user interface. We selected categories to sup-
port both educational and entertainment needs of children,
as recommend in [28]. In specific, we chose categories like
games, sports, hobbies, leisure, news, science, nature, travel
(geography) to also meet the information needs of children
described in [29].

For the second task, children had to ornament a sketch of
a character in order for it to represent a specific website. For
this, we selected web documents for children from di↵erent
categories described above. Character templates and web
documents were printed in A4 format. After studying the
website, children had to draw a character that they would
associate with the page. Children could paint as many web-
pages as they liked. Web documents were selected randomly
for each child. We did not provide information about the
websites’ categories to the participants. A follow-up inter-
view was conducted after each painting was finished in order
for children to explain what they have drawn and why.

Age Male Female

6 1 0
7 0 1
8 2 1
9 1 2
10 2 0
11 3 1
12 0 2
13 2 0

Table 1: Demo-

graphic data of

participants.

The study was conducted
in June 2013. 18 Chil-
dren participated in the user
study, eleven boys and seven
girls between six and thir-
teen (see Table 1). The
first task was solved by 17
of 18 children. A six year
old child could not solve the
task because he did not un-
derstand the connection be-
tween a category and a color.
This is conform with human
development theory of Piaget
[36] that states that younger
children have di�culties with
abstract thinking.

The results of the first task show that the children could
easily assign colors to half of the categories. The categories

category main color % variety

nature green 59% 4
news blue 59% 6
science blue 47% 6
games orange 35% 7
sports blue/black 24% 9
leisure black 29% 8
hobbies yellow 29% 10

travel (geography) blue 17% 9

Table 2: Color distribution: nature category was

given a green color by 59% of children, three other

colors have been suggested.

are nature, news, games and science (see Table 2). The
children probably assosiate di↵erent things with other cat-
egories and therefore the variety of colors is larger. Using
colors which had a high common assignment to categories
and a color gradient, we assigned new colors to categories
with small agreement among participants. For these the
categories were also sorted between education and enter-
tainment. The final color assignment is shown in Fig. 3.
For the second task, the participants were asked to paint a

charakter that matches a website. Four participants (among
them also older ones) did not understand the task. One
participant understood the task, had however no ideas what
to draw (see Table 3). Furthermore, some older children did
not know how to implement their ideas in pictures.
Fig. 4 depicts most interesting children’s paintings and

corresponding (German) websites for children. In the follow-
ing, we briefly summarize the explanations of the children
regarding their paintings and our interpretation (indicated
by “[]”).

• Example 1 (Fig. 4a) Website about German family in
Spain: Colors of the characters’ t-shirt represent Ger-
many and Spain. Blue head represents water [an island
was mentioned in the text]. Green color was used be-
cause the text mentioned nature. Sun was painted on
the pants because the website is about Spain. Gray
color was used because of the mountains. “They are
hiking in the mountains,” the boy said.

• Example 2 (Fig. 4b) Website about sightseeing in
Paris: The character has both“boy and girl”hair. Ex-
clamation mark represents “information, a lot of text”.

Figure 3: Design of color distribution for categories.

summarization of preattentive visualization of information
relevance is given in [7]. Features such as search results’ po-
sition, orientation, color and intensity, size, animation and
stereoscopic depth have been discused in terms of their ef-
fectiveness, comprehensibility, and visual interference.

2.3 Avatar
The idea to use characters for search result visualization

is related to the usage of avatars in user interfaces. For ex-
ample, the avatar idea was employed in music information
research. Haro et. al [21] suggested to use a musical avatar
to visualize user’s musical preferences. Musical preferences
of a given user are mapped to the visual domain. In spe-
cific, music genre, mood and other features are mapped to
avatars head, eyes, mouth, hair, hat and instrument. More-
over, avatars have been used in SUIs for children in a role of
a guidance figure that provides additional support for chil-
dren, e.g. by spell checking [13, 9].

3. CHARACTER CONCEPT

3.1 Idea and Benefits
Appropriate metaphor: The idea to represent a website as

a person or character is motivated by the fact that children
often ask adults about information they would like to know.
Vygotski [38] describes this process in his social develop-
ment theory. He argues that a child learns many important
things through social interaction with a skillful tutor and
social factors play a role in child’s cognitive development.
A skillful tutor can be a parent, a relative, a person in the
child’s environment or another child. Therefore, informa-
tion exchange between people can serve as a metaphor for
searching for information on the Internet. Each website is a
person that can explain some facts to a child.

Visual clues: It is also known that images better match
the cognitive skills of children than written words [19].
Therefore, we suggest to visualize each search result as a
character, where a character visually provides clues about
the website’s content.

Motivation factor: Furthermore, search result visualiza-
tion with characters suppose to bring children more fun than
just textual labeling of search results because it is game-
oriented. Therefore, this approach is a means of emotional
support for children as positive attitudes towards the system
keep them motivated.

3.2 Model Structure
We considered the following criteria for a model to be im-

portant: simple and concise layout, adding features through
layers is easy, cute and fun design.

Simple and concise layout: Characters visualization type
can be used to personalize a web document by generating its
unique representation. However, this method is not feasible
due to the huge size of the Internet. Another solution is
to use a coloring picture of a character and map di↵erent
website features to the model parts. Whereby, a compromise
between characters’ individuality and its neutrality for all
pages should be found.

By analyzing popular applications for children a compro-
mise solution was found. Nintendo has Wii avatars also
called Mii4 which are characterized by a model with a few

4
http://www.miicharacters.com/, accessed on 11.2013.

Figure 2: Character development: design, rough

drawing, fine drawing, vector graphics

features. All avatars have a simple 3D model which is
enriched with features that make the figure customizable
without large deviation from the basic 3D model. Created
avatars look identical and neutral, but also have small face
adjustments that make avatars unique.
Adding features through layers is easy: A character model

can be designed in di↵erent ways. The challenge in this work
was to design a child-friendly character which is also neu-
tral. Therefore, it was decided that characters have a comic
look similar to [21]. Characteristics of comic characters are
easier to recognize because they are displayed overlaid [30].
Comic characters are a popular medium and well known to
children. They have a simple view and bring both fun and
game feeling, which is not achievable with real characters.
Furthermore, it was decided to create a 2D model of a char-
acter. A 2D model is simpler than a 3D one and allows to
create a character faster.
Cute and fun design: In order to achieve a cute and

fun design, it was decided to use anime styles, in specific a
Chibi [5] like character. Chibis have a large head size equal
to the body. This makes the character look cute because of
the resembling with babies. The final process of character
development is shown in Fig. 2. Vector masks were created
from the drawn pictures.

3.3 Visualized Features
Type: The type of features that should be visualized with

character’s help presents an open question. We propose to
divide features in two categories: explicit and implicit. Ex-
plicit features come directly from website’s elements such as
text, images, background color etc. The character can con-
tain the website’s colors. It could have a speech bubble that
contains the textual summary and further information like
image or thumbnail.
Implicit features, on the other hand, had to be extracted

from the website first, using diverse algorithms. Examples of
implicit features are website’s category, the age of the web-
site (time of the last modification) or website’s complexity
in terms of text size or reading level. Website’s category can
be visualized by an object that the character possesses, for
example a book for history category. A website’s category
can be visualized through character’s belongings. For exam-
ple, colors can correspond to the colors of the category, e.g.
green for nature. One can also visualize labels and symbols
of the category (fish for nature). Besides, combination of
symbols makes it possible to visualize websites which can
be assigned to multiple categories. The character may re-
flect the age of the website (time of the last modification) by
their own age or a noir e↵ect of fading (older websites have a
stronger fading degree). The age of the character can repre-
sent the website’s complexity, e.g. in terms of reading level
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Starting Projects 

•    
(collaborative research center between computer science, electrical 
engineering, medicine, neurobiology, and psychology) 

–  new project: “Characterization and Modeling of 
Information Seeking Dialogues” 

•    
 
image-guided minimally invasive medical technologies 

–  long term goal: establishing the multi-disciplinary 
German Center for Image-Guided Therapies 
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My Research Philosophy 
•  user-driven questions in real environments 
•  solutions for real and relevant problems 
•  problem-driven rather than solution-driven 
•  interdisciplinarity as challenge and chance 

for significant innovation 
•  continuing learning and exploring 
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